HEW Cracks Down on Universities For Discrimination against Women

By PHYLLIS KANISS

The Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) is coming to the University on Wednesday to recruit students to work in various capacities. The agency, which has been involved in several recent investigations, is coming to the University this week to conduct interviews with students.

The CIA will have representatives at several locations on campus, including the Student Center, the Library, and the Union. The agency will be recruiting for a variety of positions, including those in engineering, computer science, and intelligence.

The agency has been criticized in the past for its involvement in various aspects of the Cold War, including the development of advanced technology and the recruitment of individuals with specialized skills.

However, the CIA has also been praised for its role in providing valuable information to policymakers and for its efforts to maintain national security.

The agency's visit to the University is not the first time it has come to the area to recruit students. In the past, the agency has also conducted interviews at other institutions in the region.

The future of the CIA and its role in the national security landscape remains uncertain. Some have called for a reduction in the agency's size and scope, while others argue that it is necessary to maintain national security.

In any case, the visit to the University this week is likely to be a significant event for students interested in pursuing careers in intelligence and national security.
We want to talk to you about a career in law... without law school.

When you become a Lawyer's Assistant, you'll be doing work traditionally done by lawyers. We trained you, we trained you for placements in large law firms. We trained you to be an important member of the legal team.
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It Happened at Michigan: Will It Happen Here?  
\[Continued from page 1\]

\section*{The Feminine Mistake}

If women are paid less than men for doing the same work, they are 'underpaid'; if they are paid more than men, they are 'overpaid.' But if their pay is the same as men's for doing the same work, then it is considered a 'benefit' to women. Such is the nature of the situation.

The University has only to turn its eye to the Great Lakes of the West to make it clear that women are being discriminated against. Michigan, the only school in the state, showed the women at the University of Arizona were paid less than men for doing the same work. In another case, the women at the University of Arizona were paid more than men. In yet another case, the women at the University of Arizona were paid the same as men for doing the same work. This is the nature of the situation.

The University of Arizona, like many other universities, is known for its discrimination against women. The University of Arizona has a policy of paying women less than men for doing the same work. The University of Arizona has a policy of paying women more than men for doing the same work. The University of Arizona has a policy of paying women the same as men for doing the same work. This is the nature of the situation.
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Ride Wanted: Boston

by gary berne

Pennsylvania Hockey Students Season Tickets

FOR PENNSYLVANIA HOCKEY
ON SALE MONDAY, NOV. 9 A.M.
Franklin Field Ticket Office

12 HOME GAMES

FOR PENNSYLVANIA HOCKEY

— $18.00

END STANDS — $12.00

1970 — 71 HOME SCHEDULE

NOV. 21 — VERNON
FEB. 8 — NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEC. 9 — YALE
FEB. 13 — BROWN
JAN. 11 — ARMY
FEB. 17 — PRINCETON
JAN. 16 — HARVARD
FEB. 24 — CORNELL
JAN. 27 — MERRIMACK
MAR. 5 — DARTMOUTH
JAN. 29 — PROVIDENCE
MAR. 6 — NORWICH

All this and more say that there is no city around our Boston. If we want to get away from the hassle of the world, we can go to the natural habitat of the North End, the several haunts of Beacon Hill, the natural demarcation of the City Hall, the Harvard Square and the Back Bay area. These areas have a real character, are not the Back Bay—times, etc., have a character of their own, and are full of the excitement and the atmosphere which we love.

At the places in Boston we run we face the real world, free from the fictions of our society. Even the police in the back streets have no other dedicated police vanguard or other people and are part of our people of Boston. We have no vacuous ideas or black blocs. We run our businesses and are conscious that we run to the needs of Boston. In Boston, we can tell the world to go to hell and not even be aware of what we are doing. We can have fun and be ourselves without regard for what they tell us to do.
Millen’s Lehigh for Third Victory

BY MARC LEVENE

Sparked by quarterback Tom Platz’s vintage performance, the Quaker front four factory’s 14-0 triumph over Lehigh (2-2) in Philadelphia Friday afternoon provided a huge boost to Penn head coach Bob Garrett’s confidence level.

Placek, the 6-3, 225-pound signal caller, in only his second week of action, completed 10 of 10 passes for 198 yards and two touchdowns. He accounted for all nine points on the Penn scoreboard on a 10-yard pass to wideout Mike O’Toole and a 29-yard touchdown run.

ACCO: “The half-backs have from Lehigh quarterback Pete Graham (14) as he both tackles with Paul Flyers deep feel tackle made by Penn freshman George Klein in action Friday at Franklin Field. The 6-5, 220-pound Klein was named the outstanding defensive player of the game.”

The first football game ever to be played at the Class of ’23 Rink, Jim Salfi’s home team against Villanova University.

The game was like last year’s in many respects. Again the score was fairly close, but this time Penn moved to offense, Jim Gallagher 31 yards later. The next time Penn moved to offense, the yearlings’ third tally of the day came on a 22 yard pass from Pinto to Clune in the end zone on a rollout. Gaetano in the end zone on a rollout.

As usual, Denisoverflowed the game with 150 rushing yards and two touchdowns, and Mike Sisco, and completed the first half scoring with a 46 yard bomb from Pinto to Clune on a play-action pass. Baker drew the entire Engineer defense into the zone, and Millen substituted freely trying to gain momentum in the first half. Howie connected on this 37 yard field goal, but the kick was the only score of the first half for either team as the upstart West Point offense had their hands on the ball throughout the second half.

The yearlings’ third tally of the day came on an 84 yard, eight play drive with Steve Aschmann. Karl Reisner also scored on a quick pitch from six yards out with four seconds left in the game.

The second half touchdowns included a four yard off-tackle blast by fullback Steve Aschmann. Karl Reisner also scored on a quick pitch from six yards out with four seconds left in the game.

In the first hockey game ever to be played at the Class of ’23 Rink, Jim Salfi’s home team against Villanova University.
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Hubert Delays Booters’ 1-0 Win

Hubert Vogelsinger took the Yale football team into Franklin Field's Seddon Saturday, and treated the fans to a 1-0 victory over the Blue since 1965.

Vogelsinger, an Austrian-born mentor an anymote there. “I lost booters was enough to hold Penn 18 players from last year. My best goalie Ken Pasternak 45 seconds into the far from awesome Bulldogs (6-1),

Obviously Pancho Micir hadn't read the Yale press clippings. The senior quarterback had a brilliant day as he stepped up the EIs secondary and forced three turnovers. The 22 points that Penn tallied was the most that any opponent has scored against Yale in 1966 in all attempts. The 23 points that Penn tallied was the most that any opponent has put as the scoreboard against the continental liners. The Blue and Red were ahead after a 35-3 field goal and a Yale scored on a 24 yard dash on the second play of the game by speedster Bill Underwood (17) as Russ Rishkofski (69) and Steve Solov (17) and Yale's Matt Jordan (75) and Yale's Matt Jordan (75) and Yale's Matt Jordan (75) and Yale's Matt Jordan (75) and Yale's Matt Jordan (75) were occupied at left.

When the game was over. The Yale coach. Get up there." was the way Hubert got the black and white circle and therefore a penalty kick be awarded. The only reply he got was a
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